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AFFORDABLE AI UNLOCKED 

• AI based object detection - Person, Face, Vehicle, License Plate

• AI based enhanced image processing - WiseNRII, WiseStreamIII

• AI search support for Genetec, Milestone & Wisenet Wave 

• Wide range of camera types and resolutions from 2MP to 4K 

• Next level cybersecurity - UL CAP, FIPS 2.0, NDAA compliant

X-SERIES MEETS AI
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AI-based object detection for operational efficiency
Metadata information collected by the cameras (person, face, vehicle and number plate) is sent to the back-end server, enabling 
operators to quickly search AI events based on this information. This vastly increases search efficiency, reducing the time spent  
on searching for a specific event.

Reduce false alarms with AI
The new X series cameras use AI to easily detect and classify people, vehicles, faces, number plates and more in real-time.  
With a range of resolutions from 2MP to 4K, the cameras provide high-quality video feeds of what’s happening on the ground.  
Deep learning algorithms built into the cameras can reliably identify objects, ignoring irrelevant motions such as waving trees, 
moving shadows and animals, all of which might normally be the cause of false alarms when standard motion detection 
technology is being used to detect activity. This ability to minimise time-wasting and costly false alarms means control room 
operators and security personnel are able to focus on responding to real incidents and emergencies.
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AI-based WiseNRII and Prefer Shutter Control
AI plays a vital role in providing high image quality. WiseNRII is a new camera enhancement that uses AI to intelligently identify 
movement and reduces blur in noisy, low light environments. AI-based Preferred Shutter technology automatically adjusts the 
shutter speed based on classified objects in motion and the lighting conditions in a scene to reduce motion blur. This delivers  
clear images.

bitrate :1668 kbps bitrate : 2080 kbpsbitrate :161 kbps bitrate : 1029kbps

AI-based Image Optimization, WiseStreamIII
The cameras benefit from next-generation WiseStream III compression technology which minimises network bandwidth and data 
storage requirements. This applies a low compression rate to objects and people which are detected and tracked by AI, whilst 
applying high compression to the remaining field of view.
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Extreme WDR
The new X series AI camera's Extreme WDR uses Local Contrast Enhancement and Scene Analysis technology to capture  
ultra-clear images even in environments with strong backlight conditions.

WiseIR
WiseIR technology intelligently adjusts the output of IR LEDs according to the cameras' zoom magnification. In a wide field  
of view, it minimizes dark areas on the outside of an images using the IR LEDs uniformly. So when a lens is focused more narrowly, 
the IR LEDs are more concentrated to illuminate distant objects.

Realistic images without distortion
Wisenet X series AI cameras use lens distortion correction technology to produce natural-looking images without the distortion  
often created by conventional camera designs equipped with wide-angle lenses.

Highly accurate business intelligence
With business intelligence already built-in into the cameras, and the ability to detect and classify people from any angle,  
there is no longer a need to install additional cameras. This provides an easy and cost-effective solution for people counting,  
queue management and heatmapping.

Conventional The new X series AI camera
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Hard coated dome cover to reinforce durability
A hard coated dome cover increases the durability of the cameras. It is scratch resistant, so resolution is not impacted by external 
scratches from handling, sand and dust, or other particles.

Easier installation with semi-modular and modular structure
The new X series AI cameras are easily installed using a simple mount plate. For bullet cameras, instead of using three screws,  
a single screw is needed to secure it in the desired location and direction.

The four-part magnetic modular design of the X PLUS cameras simplifies the installation process. The cameras also come with  
an installer-friendly packaging making pre-configuration easy.  These practical features help minimise the time installers have to 
spend on site.

Mount plate with 
gangbox hole

Washer

TORX T20

Next Level Cybersecurity
The X series AI cameras feature robust cybersecurity. It validates the boot process, securely stores key information, and preempts 
hacking risks by blocking unauthorized access. The cameras are certified UL-CAP and Secure by Default, including device certificate 
Root CA.

The X Plus cameras are FIPS 140-2 certified TPM (the United States Federal Information Process Standards). This gives users true  
peace-of-mind that their cameras are secure.

Hard coated dome Non coated dome

Aging with sand
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Extended tilt angle up to 85°
The wider tilt angle enables operators to monitor areas that are not traditionally seen through conventional cameras. The extended 
tilting angle eliminates blind spots.

Long focal-length(29mm) for casinos
XND-8093RV and XNV-8093R cameras have added long tele focal-length to see more details of distant objects. They are ideal  
for monitoring casinos or hotel lobbies where operators want close monitoring of objects.

Up to three virtual channels
Operators can create up to three virtual channels in a different angle of view with a single camera. It provides simultaneous 
monitoring to a separate channel on the back-end equipment.

Wisenet Installation app for easy set-up
With the Wisenet Installation App and WiFi dongles, installation is quick and easy. Installers can connect cameras directly through 
the app, check monitoring positions, and configure the cameras’ zoom, screen capture, hallway and mirror view.

Conventional The New X series AI camera X series core camera
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NOTES NOTES
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